The students of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School share their emotional journeys that began on February 14, 2018, and continue today.

Two African-American teens find themselves working together to solve the murder of a mutual friend, Paris Secord, aka DJ ParSec.

Through 100 chapters, each 100 words, sixteen-year-old Will walks the streets of L.A. to deal with tragedy and loss.

Seventeen stories that offer unique perspectives to explore what it means to be young and black in America today.

In this raw graphic memoir, Jarrett J. Krosoczka shares his day-to-day life with his grandparents and his difficult interactions with his heroin-addicted mother.

Darius’ life of dealing with depression and high school bullies takes an unexpected turn when he travels to Iran to meet his grandparents for the first time.

After Rukhsana’s conservative Muslim parents catch her kissing her girlfriend Ariana, they whisk her away to Bangladesh and a world of tradition and arranged marriages.

The lives of two cursed sisters become entwined with two enchanted boys in this contemporary retelling of “Snow-White and Rose-Red” and “Swan Lake.”

Epic heart-pounding fantasy set in an alternate ancient India where a rebel assassin and a reluctant soldier find forbidden love as they battle to save their lands.

Heartbreaking and hopeful stories about nine courageous young adults who have lived with a secret for much of their lives: they are not U.S. citizens.

Best friends Chelsea and Jasmine find and use their voices to confront stereotypes, biases, and societal wrongs in their community.

A Muscogee (Creek) girl attending an overwhelmingly white high school, Louise “Lou” Wolfe deals with the difficulties of dating while Native.

“NEA’s READ ACROSS AMERICA: CELEBRATING A NATION OF DIVERSE READERS”